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S AFIRA: A Tool for Evaluating Behavior
Preservation
Melina Mongiovi
Abstract—To evaluate whether a program transformation is behavior preserving is required in several tasks, such as refactoring
and mutation testing. However, in both areas it is not an easy task to formally establish conditions to preserve or not behavior
for Java on account of its non-trivial semantics. For this reason, a number of refactoring and mutation testing tools are likely to
present bugs. We propose a tool (S AFIRA) to improve confidence whether a transformation is behavior preserving through test
generation for entities impacted by transformation. We propose an approach to test mutation testing and refactoring tools based
on S AFIRA. We found 17 bugs in MuJava, and 62 bugs in refactorings implemented by Eclipse and JRRT.
Index Terms—behavior preservation, refactoring, mutation testing, automated testing
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Refactoring is the process of changing a program in
order to improve its internal structure without changing its external behavior [1], [2], [3]. Each refactoring
may contain a number of preconditions to secure its
behavioral preservation [1]. For instance, to pull up a
method m to a superclass, the implementation must
check whether m conflicts with the signature of other
methods in that superclass. Widely used IDEs, such
as Eclipse [4] and NetBeans [5] contain a number of
refactorings that automate precondition checking and
program transformation.
Defining and implementing refactorings is a nontrivial task which the literature has treated in different ways [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. These
include analyses of some of the various aspects of a
language, such as: accessibility, types, name binding,
data flow, and control flow. However, proving refactoring correctness for the entire language constitutes
a challenge [14].
1.1

Motivating Example

In this section, we present a transformation – assumed
to be refactoring – applied by Eclipse JDT 3.7 and
JastAdd Refactoring Tools (JRRT) [10], [11], [12]. JRRT
was proposed to improve the correctness of Eclipse
JDT refactorings by using formal techniques. Some
preconditions were formally stated for a number of
refactorings. This transformation actually introduces
a behavioral change.
Take class A and its subclass B as illustrated in
Listing 1. A declares the k method, and B declares
methods k, m, and test. The latter yields 1. Suppose
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we want to apply the Pull Up Method refactoring
to move m from B to A. This method contains a
reference to A.k using the super access. The use
of either Eclipse JDT 3.7 or JRRT to perform this
refactoring will produce the program presented in
Listing 2. Method m is moved from B to A, and super
is updated to this; a compilation error is avoided
with this change. Nevertheless, a behavioral change
was introduced: test yields 2 instead of 1. Since m is
invoked on to an instance of B, the call to k using
this is dispatched on to the implementation of k in
B. Refactoring tools may also introduce compilation
errors.
Understanding inheritance, references to this/super, accessibility and other Java constructs in isolation
may be simple, but nontrivial when considering them
in conjunction [15]. So, it is difficult to find sufficient
conditions for a refactoring to preserve behavior bearing in mind the complete Java language specification.
For example, a simple transformation changing the
access modifier may have an impact on a number of
Java constructs [13]. Because it is time consuming and
difficult to prove all refactorings sound with respect
to a formal semantics, a less costly method to evaluate
the correctness of refactorings is needed.
A number of behavioral preserving program transformations are also applied to other areas, such as
those of mutation testing and compilers. For example, a dual problem occurs in the mutation testing
area. Tools must introduce behavioral changes on to
programs. Every transformation must contain a set of
conditions stating when behavior must be preserved.
However, it is not an easy task to formally establish
conditions whether to preserve or not behavior for
Java on account of its non-trivial semantics. Because
of this, a number of refactoring and mutation testing
tools are likely to present bugs.
In this paper, we propose a tool called S AFIRA to
improve confidence that a transformation preserves
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Listing 1: Before Refactoring

Listing 2: After Refactoring

public c l a s s A {
int k ( ) {
return 1 ;
}
}
public c l a s s B extends A {
int k ( ) {
return 2 ;
}
i n t m( ) {
r e t u r n super . k ( ) ;
}
public i n t t e s t ( ) {
r e t u r n m( ) ;
}
}

public c l a s s A {
int k ( ) {
return 1 ;
}
i n t m( ) {
return this . k ( ) ;
}
}
public c l a s s B extends A {
int k ( ) {
return 2 ;
}
public i n t t e s t ( ) {
r e t u r n m( ) ;
}
}

behavior. It is a practical approach based on automatically generating tests for the entities impacted by
a transformation. We have evaluated S AFIRA in the
refactoring and mutation testing area.
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Since proving that a transformation is behavioral
preserving for the entire language constitutes a challenge [14], in practice, refactoring engine developers
use informal sets of preconditions as the basis for
implementing refactorings. As a result, this may bring
about differences between the implementations of the
same refactoring [16], [17]. More importantly, incorrect implementations have been reported in those
engines [16], [10], [13], [17]. While compilation errors
introduced by the refactorings are easily detected in
IDEs, behavioral changes may pass unnoticed (Section 1.1). Test suites are commonly seen as trustworthy
resources for preventing such problems. However,
these tests may also be affected by changes applied
by tools, which may render them inappropriate for
testing refactoring outcomes [3].
We propose a more practical approach to evaluate
whether a transformation preserves behavior using
S AFIRA. It evaluates all kinds of transformation, different from previous approaches which focus on formalizing some preconditions for some refactorings. We
have improved S AFE R EFACTOR [18], a similar tool for
evaluating behavior preservation, by automatically
generating tests only for the entities impacted by a
transformation within a time limit. In general, S AFIRA
generates a smaller test suite and time limit than
S AFE R EFACTOR to evaluate whether a transformation
preserves behavior (see Section 4.2).
A dual problem does occur in the mutation testing
area. Mutation testing can help developers to evaluate
their test suite. It consists of introducing defects on to

the code in order to alter its behavior. If a test suite
fails to detect behavioral change (identify the introduced defect), it needs to be improved. There are a
number of mutation testing tools, such as MuJava [19].
However, these tools may generate equivalent mutants
— a mutant which is functionally equivalent to the
original program. These mutants can never be killed,
because they have the same behavior as that of the
original program. They are syntactically different but
functionally equivalent to the original program. Then,
when a test suite does not kill a mutant, developers
do not know whether the problem resides in their test
suite or it is an equivalent mutant.
Some approaches suggest different ways of avoiding certain kinds of equivalent mutants. Based on
previous work [13], Steimann and Thies proposed
an approach to generate mutants based on negating
the conditions required for a transformation to be a
refactoring [20]. However, they did not formally prove
the conditions were correct. Moreover, conditions are
only related to accessibility constraints. Our technique
is simple, and S AFIRA can be used to evaluate any
kind of mutations.
Schuler and Zeller [21] proposed an approach to
detect equivalent mutants based on changes in test
coverage. They implemented a mutation testing tool
called Javalanche. It specifies a number of program
invariants. If a mutation does not violate these invariants, then it is more likely to be an equivalent
mutant [21]. The tool implements four mutations.
Analyzing changes in test coverage may yield false
positives. S AFIRA generates a test suite to detect an
equivalent mutant. When it finds a mutant, it yields a
test case by exposing behavioral changes, which renders it different from all previous approaches. Also,
we propose a technique to test mutation testing tools
(see Section 4.1).
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A PPROACH

AND

U NIQUENESS

In this paper, we propose an approach to assess
whether a transformation is behavior preserving
through change impact analysis [22] and automatic
test generation [23]. We have implemented a tool
called S AFIRA. It generates a test suite focusing on
exercising only the entities impacted by the transformation. S AFIRA yields a test case whenever it detects
a behavior change.
3.1

Example

To explain our approach, consider the transformation applied to the program in Listing 1. First, we
identify the impacted entities by the transformation.
Evaluating the impact of a large transformation may
be difficult and time consuming. Therefore we split
the transformation into smaller changes: we remove
the method B.m and add the method A.m. We formalize a number of changes in order to identify the
impacted entities (methods and constructors that may
change behavior after the transformation). Removing
the method m of the class B will impact itself, and
B.test because it calls a removed method. Adding
the method A.m will impact itself and B.test. Other
methods calling m may be impacted due overloading
and overriding in the class hierarchy. The set of
impacted entities by the transformation is the union
of the impacted sets by each change. We also include
a set of methods that exercise directly or indirectly
the impacted entities. In this example the impacted
entities are the methods: A.m, B.m and B.test.
Then, S AFIRA generates a test suite. Since we intend
to generate a unique test suite to execute in the
source and target programs, then we will identify
all public common methods and constructors (they
belong to both programs) in the impacted set. In this
example, the public common methods are B.m and
B.test. Then, we automatically generate a test suite to
exercise only these two methods. Finally, we execute
the tests. If the results are different, S AFIRA will report
the transformation has not preserved behavior. In the
present example, this is not a refactoring, because in
the source program the method B.test yields 1 while
in the target program it yields 2.
3.2

S AFIRA

The major steps performed by S AFIRA are explained
as follows: To begin with, the source and target programs and the time limit are passed as parameters by
developers. The change impact analyzer decomposes
the transformation into smaller changes (Step 1.1).
Then, for each change, S AFIRA identifies the entities
impacted by it (Step 1.2). Finally, S AFIRA identifies
a set of methods in common that exercises, directly
or indirectly, impacted entities (Step 1.3). A method
in common must have the same signature in the

Fig. 1: S AFIRA architecture
source and target programs. After this a test suite
is generated only for the identified methods within
a time limit (Step 2). The tests are then executed on
both the source (Step 3) and on the target programs
(Step 4). S AFIRA reveals a set of tests that passes on
to the source program but fails on target program. If
this set is empty, the developer increases confidence
that the transformation is behavioral preserving; otherwise, the test cases will show behavior changes. Our
approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
3.2.1 Impact Analysis
S AFIRA analyzes a transformation and decomposes it
into smaller changes. For each change, we formalize
the set of impacted methods and constructors for eight
changes: changing a method signature, modifying
a method body, and adding and removing a class,
method and field. An impacted method or constructor
may change behavior in the target program. The impact of the whole transformation is the union of each
change’s impacted entities. Moreover, S AFIRA also
includes all methods and constructors that exercise
directly or indirectly this impacted set.
For example, Change 1 states the entities impacted
when adding a method to a program. Each change
consists of two templates (patterns) of Java programs,
on left-hand and right-hand sides. Each change may
declare some meta-variables. We used cds, mds and
f ds to denote a set of classes, methods and fields
declarations, respectively. For each change, we define
the set of entities impacted by a transformation. For
instance, Change 1 adds a method m to a class C. The
method m of C and inherited by its subclasses that do
not redefine it (overload or override) will be impacted.
Any method that calls them will also be impacted. The
<∗ operator defines the class inheritance relationship.
The other seven changes are specified similarly.
3.2.2 Test Generation
In this step S AFIRA generate tests only for the methods
in common that exercise either directly or indirectly
the impacted entities. It uses Randoop [24] to randomly generates unit tests for the classes and methods
received as parameters within a time limit specified
by the developer.
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Change 1: hadding methodi

TABLE 1: Testing MuJava mutations using S AFIRA
0

cds
cds
class C ext D {
class C ext D {
f ds0
f ds
→
mds0
mds
void m(. . .) {}
}
}
Impacted set. Let F be the closest child of C that
redefines method m. The set of entities impacted is
defined by: {n:Method | ∃ E:Class | (F <∗ E ∧ E ≤∗
C) ∧ (n ∈ methods(cds0 ) ∪ ops0 ) ∧ ((n = E.m) ∨ (E.m
∈ commands(n)))}.

3.2.3

Change Coverage

Test data adequacy criteria provides measurements
of test quality. It may also provide explicit rules to
determine when it is appropriate to end the testing
phase [25], [26]. There are a number of notions of test
data adequacy. In our context, our notion evaluates
whether the test suite covers all entities impacted by
a transformation. S AFIRA can yield the percentage of
impacted methods exercised by a test suite (change
coverage).
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R ESULTS

AND

C ONTRIBUTIONS

We have evaluated S AFIRA in the mutation testing and
refactoring contexts, as explained next.

mutation is automatically applied to each generated
program using MuJava (Step 2). Then, the transformation is evaluated in terms of behavior preservation,
using S AFIRA. In the end, we may have detected
a number of transformations that preserve behavior
(equivalent mutants). In Step 4, the detected problems
are then categorized.
For instance, let us consider the IHD mutation
of MuJava [19]. It deletes a variable in a subclass
that has the same name and type as a variable in
the parent class. In order to generate a mutant for
IHD, we will generate a program with an overridden
field. We can guide JD OLLY to generate programs
with this property by passing the following parameter
specified in Alloy using the Java metamodel specified
in JD OLLY.
∃A, B : Class, f 1, f 2 : F ield | A ∈ B.extends ∧

4.1

Mutation Testing

As explained in Section 2, it is difficult to detect
whether a mutant is equivalent. We can use S AFIRA to
evaluate a program and its mutant. If S AFIRA does not
detect a behavioral change, developers will improve
confidence that this is an equivalent mutant. However,
if a behavioral change is found, S AFIRA will yield a
test case by means of which developers can improve
their test suite. This is a difference between the present
work and previous ones [21], [20].
Moreover, besides analyzing a transformation, we
propose a technique to test mutation testing tools,
such as MuJava, based on S AFIRA. To test mutation
testing tools is nontrivial, since one needs structurally
complex inputs, such as programs. Our technique
consists of four major steps. First, a program generator
automatically yields programs as test inputs for a
mutation; we employ JD OLLY [27] in this step. JD OLLY
automatically generates Java programs for a given
number of declarations (packages, classes, methods,
and fields). The program presented in Listing 1 is
generated by JD OLLY. It contains a subset of the
Java metamodel specified in Alloy, which is a formal
specification language [28]. It also employs the Alloy
Analyzer [29], a tool for the analysis of Alloy models
to generate solutions for this metamodel. Second, the

f 1 ∈ A.f ields ∧ f 2 ∈ B.f ields ∧
f 2.name = f 1.name ∧ f 2.type = f 1.type
For each mutation, we generated 100 programs by
using JD OLLY. For instance, our approach found 25
equivalent mutants for the IHD mutation Some of
them are related to the same bug. We manually categorized them in 2 distinct bugs. The first equivalent
mutant was detected in 16 seconds. We evaluated
11 mutations implemented by MuJava and tested all
of them by generating small programs with up to 4
classes, methods and fields. We found 17 bugs. All
bugs were reported to MuJava developers. Table 1
summarizes the results.
4.2

Refactoring

S AFIRA was also used in refactoring context to assist
developers in refactoring activities. We used S AFIRA
in 3 real Java applications up to 23KLOC (JHotDraw, JUnit and VPoker) that were refactored by
their developers. The transformations intended to be
refactorings and were performed manually or using
refactoring tools. Developers also used a test suite
to evaluate behavioral preservation. We evaluated all
transformations using S AFIRA. It found a behavior
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Fig. 2: Change Coverage of S AFIRA and S AFE R EFACTOR in the refactorings applied to real case studies
TABLE 2: Testing refactorings applied to real case
studies using S AFIRA and S AFE R EFACTOR

change in the refactoring applied to JHotDraw. Some
classes that implemented Serializable were refactored.
Developers extracted a class and forgot to serialize the
new attribute. We did not find behavioral changes in
the other transformations (Table 2).
The same subjects were evaluated before by S AFE R EFACTOR (SR) [18]. The difference between S AFIRA
and S AFE R EFACTOR is that S AFE R EFACTOR does not
analyze the entities impacted by a transformation. In
the example presented in Section 2, tests are generated
for the methods considered by S AFIRA, and also for
A.k and B.k since they belong to both programs. S AFE R EFACTOR requires a greater time limit for Randoop
to detect the behavioral change than S AFIRA does.
For instance, S AFIRA detects it by using a time limit
of 1s in the transformation applied to JHotDraw, as
different from S AFE R EFACTOR that requires at least
10s. S AFE R EFACTOR also takes more time to analyze
the transformation because it generates a greater test
suite. The problem is still greater when is done a small
change in a large system. In this case, S AFE R EFACTOR
generates many unnecessary tests while S AFIRA focus
on the change, generating tests only for the entities
impacted by the transformation. It requires less time
to generate a test suite to expose the behavioral
change, far different from S AFE R EFACTOR.
We have collected the change coverage of each tool
(Figure 2) in the transformations presented in Table 2.
We have noticed that S AFIRA has a greater change
coverage than that of S AFE R EFACTOR using the same
time limit. For some subjects, we cannot have 100%
of coverage because some methods are added and
they are not exercised by other parts of the program.
Moreover, some methods were deleted, and we cannot
exercise them.
Besides analyzing a transformation, we can use

TABLE 3: Testing refactoring implementations of
Eclipse JDT and JRRT using S AFIRA and S AFE R EFACTOR. CE: Compilation Error, BC: Behavior
Change

S AFIRA to test refactoring implementations. Soares et
al. [17] proposed an approach based on JD OLLY and
S AFE R EFACTOR to test refactoring tools. They found
a number of bugs in refactoring implementations of
Eclipse JDT and JRRT [17]. We used their approach,
but we replaced S AFE R EFACTOR for S AFIRA, and compared them afterwards.
We evaluated 10 different kinds of refactorings. We
detected 62 bugs. We decrease the test suite by 73.7%
and the total time of the experiment by 29.9%. For
the present experiment, we used a time limit of 0.4
second for S AFIRA and 1 second for S AFE R EFACTOR.
Both tools yielded the same result (see Table 3). We
also evaluated some refactoring implementations by
using a time limit of 0.4 seconds for both tools. In
some transformations, S AFE R EFACTOR did not detect
any behavioral changes different from S AFIRA. We
reported all bugs to Eclipse and JRRT developers.
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